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ORION WELCOMES YOUR
PORSCHE’S BEST FRIEND: TIM!
Everyone welcome Tim Pott to the Orion team.
Tim joined us in 2020 and brings his extensive
Porsche experience and great attitude to
brighten our days. We are expanding our
expert Porsche coverage to include more
performance/racing and vintage services.
Now we are 356 to 992 woohoo!
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From the Front Seat
By RSR President Peter Grant

Well here we are…somehow in the
middle of Fall. We just finished a great
Fall Color Driving Tour today. Cloudy day
with temperatures not making it out of
the 40s, and below freezing early in the
morning. Muted colors in the trees, pretty much matching the mood of most of
us…muted. Fall does that to you as it is a
kind of a forked-tongue season. It serves
up a bunch of wonderful colors in all the leaves on the deciduous trees, and then it dumps all those leaves on your lawn, in
your gutters, in your radiators…along with copious amounts of
40-degree rain. Ugh! And to add a bit more fat to the fire, who
would have believed a year ago that while we’ve made great
strides against the pandemic, our return to “normal” has remained muted as well?
But I didn’t sit down to write my year-end missive as a
downer. In spite of some of the ongoing issues from the pandemic that continue to dog us, we have indeed carried on
(thank you Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young!). We have a number
of vaccines that are safe and effective, and we live in a part
of the country where the majority of people have taken advantage of them. Our hospitals are no longer crowded with
extremely sick COVID patients, and we are able to gather together in crowds large and small…I offer “the Big House” as an
example of large…with masks optional. Disagreements over
what’s right and what’s not with regard to COVID safety still go
on, but by and large we have been able to function.
And function we have. As a club in 2021, RSR has managed
to hold four successful Driver Education track events…all with
in-car instruction. And while our first effort to hold a “joint” DE
with our friends from the Maumee Valley Region at a “new”
track suffered some financial issues, from a driver education
perspective it was a smashing success. We’ve managed a number of great driving tours, some to destinations like the Gilmore
Car Museum in Hickory Corners, and some without destination
other than the pleasure of driving our favorite cars on two-lane
twisties with our like-minded friends. And in spite of the fact
that we tried to have our New Member Party and 25-Year Anniversary Celebration twice…cancelled once because of spiking
COVID infections, and once because our host’s business flooded the night before the intended event…we still carried on, and
next year we’ll get to celebrate both new and old members as
well as our 26th Anniversary…”God willin’ and the creek don’t
rise”! One can only hope!
Personally, it’s hard to avoid all the overused cliché lines
that you see over and over – “I’d like to express my gratitude”
or “it’s been my pleasure to” – but how else do you say it has
been a real kick-ass experience being president of this Region

for the past two years? And it has been. Sometimes the “kickass” hasn’t been so much in the positive sense when hard decisions have caused hurt feelings and hurtful things have been
said, but other times it’s been “kick-ass” in the most incredible ways…ways that defy words but leave me with a sense of
“so happy to be a part of this” that it makes me giddy. What a
great group of giving, thoughtful, honest, hardworking, selfless,
imaginative, and meaningful people we have in our Region! it
makes me laugh at the unfortunate “snooty” reputation so
many associate with Porsche ownership, because more than
anything, we are passionate. Certainly we are passionate about
our cars, but more to the point we are passionate about our
lives and about living.
Thank you for letting me be a part of it all. So, as we approach the “holiday” season, I wish all of you a “Happy Holiday”, a “Merry Christmas”, a Happy Hanukkah”, a “Joyful Kwanza”, or whatever your flavor of Joyful Times this part of the year
brings to you.
So put the Porsche(s) away for the winter, or get it up on
jack stands in preparation for your winter project(s), or just
park it in the garage and stare at it lovingly until Spring comes
once again. It will! Happy……
And that’s the view from the Front Seat.
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AS THE HOLIDAYS APPROACH,
WE WISH YOU SAFE TRAVELS
AND GOOD HEALTH.

Michigan's #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

RSR Calendar of Events
Michigan State’s Pandemic Directives are constantly changing so watch for Rally Sport updates in your email.
November 7 (Sunday) 10:00 AM: Annual Polar Bear Run,
Skyline High School -- Host Sebastian Gaeta (see ad on
page 11)

December 11 (Sat.) 6:30 - 9:30 PM: Holiday Party at
Porsche of Ann Arbor (see ad on page 12)

December 6 (Mon.) 7:00: PM RSR Board Meeting -- NCMS
Building, 3025 Boardwalk Dr., Ann Arbor

Events — We Need Events!!

We need places to go, things to do and people to see!
If you have an idea then volunteer as a host!
You’ll find others willing to help — we just need leaders!
Winter is no excuse – how about a movie night!
Contact Events Chair Jon Heidorn events@rsp.pca.org with your ideas.
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Membership
Current Membership 537*

* Includes 328 Primary Members

New Members
Derek Gibbs
Brighton, MI
2007 Silver Cayman S

Erik & Danielle Herman
Whitmore Lake, MI
2001 911 Turbo

Tom Neil
Dexter, MI
1998 Boxster

Gary Graves
Saline, MI
2001 911 Carrera

Richard Lovernick
Ann Arbor, MI
1998 Boxster

Patrick West
Ann Arbor, MI
2018 Macan S

Jon Zeeff
Ann Arbor, MI
1995 Black 911 Carrera

Member Anniversaries
November Anniversaries:
John & Dawn Horner....................... 48
Dave & Cole Winston....................... 40
Mark Schettenhelm & Joan Walton.24
Timothy Shinn &
Elizabeth Pielsticker.................... 24
Pat Jeski........................................... 20
Bill & Linda Damon.......................... 19
Tim Norman.................................... 16
Pat & Amy Paul................................ 14
George & Mary Gilligan..................... 9
Chuck Palfi & Jane Clawson-Palfi....... 9
John & Diane Thomson..................... 9
Stephen Ascherl................................ 6
John McIver....................................... 6
Mike & JianPing McKelvey................. 5
Miles Townsend-Robledo ................. 5

Bill & Christina Winn......................... 5
Bruce Mather.................................... 4
Christian Mooradian & Alisha Les..... 4
Kenneth Grigsby Jr............................. 3
Alex & Barbara Nitsche...................... 3
Tony Goia........................................... 2
Jeffrey Sanchez-Burks........................ 2
Eli Swetland....................................... 2
Jeffrey & Lisa Trimble........................ 1
December Anniversaries:
Phil & Francie Kish........................... 43
Tom & Alex Green............................ 35
Brian Nao & Kathy Toy-Nao............. 30
Ken & Josie Bush............................. 23
William & Todd Houghton............... 22

James & Deanna Utsler................... 19
Jill & Jeff Brueckheimer................... 15
Phil & Sarah Kingham...................... 14
Larry & Marylinda Webster............. 11
Paul Eddleston................................... 9
Keith & Kathy Knudsen...................... 9
Skip & Christopher Kuhn................... 9
Rick & Beth Peterson......................... 8
Ryan Beekman................................... 7
Bennett Borsuk.................................. 3
Harry & Judith Jones......................... 2
Gavin McGee & Rebecca Huizinga..... 2
Christopher Michalak........................ 2
Rob & Cheryl Porter . ........................ 2
Christopher Brower........................... 1
Christopher Turner............................ 1

Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter.
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with
PCA national.
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2021 Fall Color Tour
Story by Mike O’Rear with photos by Jon & Deb Heidorn

Almost 40 cars and more than 60 members joined host Tim
Pott for the 2021 Fall Color Tour. Clearly, members were
ready to get out of the house and enjoy their cars and the
company of fellow their fellow enthusiasts. Starting at Skyline High School in Ann Arbor, the route through rural areas
northwest of Dexter, Michigan showcased the marvelous

Porsche roads available in the Rally Sport Region area. After almost one and a half hours of colorful driving the tour
ended in Dexter with participants gathering in various restaurants for lunch.

Past President and host Tim Pott briefs the crowd on the event.

A great drive is even better when following Jim & Miriam Long in their
1993 911 RS America.
The view from Jon & Deb Heidorn’s 1986 911.

Just the front row of the cars gathered for the tour.
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Rally Sport Region Polar Bear Run
Sunday, November 7th, 2021
Rally Sport Region members are invited to take that one last drive before pu8ng your babies away for
the winter. The beau<ful driving route through the country roads west of Ann Arbor takes about 1 1/2
hours.
SpeedWaiver link: hWps://rsppca.speedwaiver.com/eyovq

To be guaranteed a map please RSVP to
sebas5an@arbormo5on.com by November 5th.
PLEASE NOTE THE NEW STARTING LOCATION:
The Polar Bear Run mee<ng <me is 10:00am at Skyline High School’s main parking lot at 2552 N Maple
Rd, Ann Arbor, MI 48103. We push oﬀ at 10:30am with an expected drive <me of 1 1/2 hours. Please
make individual lunch plans; the end of the route goes through Chelsea and Dexter and there are
terriﬁc restaurants to choose from in both towns.

Beautiful cars and great
people always combine
for a memorable event.

All of the photos in this article were
taken by Jon & Deb Heidorn and
posted to SmugMug. We are sure
that others took beautiful photos of
people, cars and the fall colors.
It is simple to add your pictures to
SmugMug -- see the procedure on
page 31 of this Bahn Stormer.

While the Bahn Stormer Editor has a well known preference for silver Porsches, Guards
Red is an enduring, and totally satisfactory favorite color over the years.
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Annual Rally Sport Region
Holiday Party — 2021
A"er having our annual Holiday Party “virtually” last year, please join with fellow
members and friends for an in-person evening of Holiday Cheer. As in past years,
the evening will be brought to you by Germain Porsche of Ann Arbor and the Rally
Sport Region. The evening will feature mulFple dining staFons, a cash bar, and
lots of opportuniFes to mingle with friends old and new.
There is no charge for the party, but all are asked to bring an unwrapped toy(s),
gi" cerFﬁcate, or cash (check) for donaFon to C.S. MoL Children’s Hospital. We
suggest a value of approximately $50/person so we can brighten the Holidays for
the young paFents at MoL.

Date: Saturday, December 11th
Time : 6:30-9:30 PM
Where: Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State Street, Ann Arbor
Dress: Business Casual
RSVP by December 3rd
to mor734@gmail.com
Remember MoL Hospital treats children
from infants to age 18. Their suggesFons
for new toy donaFons include:
New and Used Xbox 360 Games.
Each room has an Xbox 360.
Infant and Toddler Toys Play-Doh and
accessories Legos.
Coloring Books
Cra" kits (more complex projects)
Character toys (super heroes, Dora, etc.)
Crayola art supplies
Hot Wheels Cars
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Please note that these are only
suggesFons. Should you see a toy that
you feel would create the ulFmate gi"
for a sick child, feel free to “ramp it up.”
No Fme to shop for gi"s? No problem!
Bring a check made out to UMHS Child &
Family Life.
For more informaFon on C.S. MoL
Children's Hospital's UMHS Child &
Family Life fund go to: hLp://
givetomoL.org/ways-to-give/mot- twish-list/

Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Minimal Mistakes
Modern car technology has raised a whole new issue of the
value of drivers’ aids as opposed to the challenges of driving
in a more pure environment. More classical drivers, usually
those who have done most of their driving in classical cars,
like to claim driving is better in an older, pre-computer car.
But at least some, if not all, of the new computer driving aids
significantly improve the driving experience. There is not
much dispute that ABS and even active handling intervention
have advantages in reducing the potential for costly driving
mistakes. Yes most of us have driven for decades without
these safety features and for the most part in daily driving
we do not see these features kick in to save us from our own
mistakes. Most often they activate even though we may not
be aware that they intervened. For example, the speed of
the computer and the sensor systems can activate and deactivate faster than human reaction times. That is the whole
point of these systems and the value of never turning them
off, even if we could. The driving experience is only enhanced
by their presence and adds confidence in our driving knowing that they are there if ever called upon. The next time
you get caught out trying to panic brake while on a slippery
surface, remind yourself again how your driving experience
was enhanced by ABS. And the next time you are doing your
very best imitation of a drifting contest while trying to keep
you car on the pavement, try to say a word of thanks to the
team of engineers who programmed your fancy active handling computer.
Next let’s discuss the driving elitists who insist that they
would only own a stick shift car. Of course any properly
trained driver is an expert at driving a stick-shift car. They
would not get caught in a car with an automatic transmission. Such a car can’t possibly be considered a performance
car or be worth being called a classic. After all, automatic
transmissions are relegated to grocery getter or commuter
cars. The next time you are caught in rush hour traffic try not
to look in envy at the drivers around you who are casually
gliding along with minimal driving activity as your clutch leg
cramps up. Also try not to pretend you weren’t trying when
the little housewife in the minivan blows you away at the stop
light simply by mashing the gas pedal while not even noticing you. And who of us has never experienced the panic and
angst of trying to start off on a steep incline or simply stalling
the engine at a light with a line of cars just waiting to mash
the gas of their automatic.
Then we can close the discussion with that most despicable invention, the DSG or paddle shift gearbox. It was

the bemoaning of the car enthusiast that was heard around
the world. How dare manufacturers make the change while
claiming that it improved the driving experience while at the
same time delivering performance that could not be touched
even by a professional driver in a stick-shift car? Not only did
the DSG perform perfect shifts every time but it even had the
nerve to be controlled by a computer which executed perfectly coordinated shifts in situations you could barely acknowledge, much less respond to, in any timely manner. In other
words, the DSG had the uncanny ability to make the driver
look far more skillful than he was even on his very best day.
Even if you were driving a stick-shift there was the possibility
that your car computer could perform perfect rev matching
on up shifts or downshifts. No more horrible sounding clutch
slipping or even worse, the neck snapping misses of shifts. I
know there is great self satisfaction to being able to time gas
pedal and clutch pedal application just as I know that it probably happens maybe two out of ten tries. Remind yourself
how much driving enjoyment comes from those two success
occurrences.
There are lots of other automotive advances which have
become ingrained in our driving enjoyment. Simple things
like cruise control and temperature control are just accepted
as normal. Not so simple things like rain sensing wipers seem
like necessities. But then technology gets a bit crazy with
adaptive cruise control that matches speeds with traffic situations or lane sensing radar that can warn of a car drifting
out of lane or of encroaching traffic. No self respecting driver
would consider a car that can cruise on its own but that is
exactly where car design is going. Like a lot of things in this
rapidly advancing technology filled world, these things that
some may consider being extravagant become commonly accepted normal parts of our world. One of the best features
of many of these advancements is that they minimize the
mistakes we can and do make on a daily basis. In other words
they improve our lives without us even requesting their assistance.
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Complete Porsche Service and Repair 356 to 991
Serving Rally Sport Region from the Beginning

Briarwood Mall

State Street

Rennstatt is the Performance Division of Arbormotion
669 State Circle

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088
w w w.arbormotion.com/rennstatt
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2021 RSR Drive to the 1st Annual DeutscheMarques
Oktoberfest at the Gilmore Car Museum
Story and photos by member Charlie Brown III

Our intrepid RSR group with Red Barns in the background.

It was a dark and stormy night, … Well not stormy, but it
sure was kinda dark and definitely FOGGY when we gathered in Whitmore Lake early Saturday morning October
9th for our drive to the Gilmore Car Museum (henceforth
GCM) for the DeutscheMarques 1st annual Oktoberfest, a
gathering of German automobiles of all makes and models.
Fifteen of Germany’s finest – eleven Porsches (including
two 356s!), 3 BMWs and a VW Golf R – gathered at the
Sunoco gas station at US23 & N. Territorial for a backroads
drive to one of Michigan’s (and maybe the US’s) best kept
secrets – a sprawling complex of a dozen mostly red barns
and relocated car dealerships on 90 acres near Hickory Corners, MI. Where? Look it up. It’s well worth the trip!
Not only did we have a great cross-section of cars, but
ages/memberships, too. From CoBs (Crusty ol’ Boys) like
Mike O’Rear & me, thru a brand new RSR member, Marcelo
Williams Silva. Fantastic!! Mike received the Ironman honors as he and his wife Kathy did a passenger pickup at the
Detroit Airport at 1AM and Mike somehow still made it to
the start on time (Kathy bailed on us – smart lady!).
Despite having a Google Maps electronic route and
paper copies, finding some of the turns through the fog
proved challenging (I won’t name names, EMan), especially the bear left from N. Territorial onto Territorial Road.
The fog did eventually clear. And just in time for the most
exciting, and unique, unintentional feature of our trip – our
first ever water hazard crossing! Mike says we’ve never
encountered one of those in all his years of drives, color
tours, etc. Gotta make things exciting, right? Read on.
One section of road had large yellow, diamond signs
reading “Road May Flood”. I swear it was dry when I pre-
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drove the route Thursday, but we were confronted by
a 20-30 yard stretch of road with ±6” of water. A pickup
truck coming the other way looked like a motorboat plowing through. After a short internal deliberation, mostly a
WTF moment in my feeble brain, I decided as trip leader
whilst driving a very low 356A Coupe with help from the
little devil on my shoulder saying “Sure, you can make it;
GO FOR IT!” My best Charlton Heston impression was ineffective so onward I dove with U-Boat-356 and MADE IT!
Proving that insanity runs in packs, everyone else figured
“if Charlie can make it, so can I!” Success by all, except for
¼-½” of smelly swamp water sloshing on my floor & tunnel
until I bailed it out at GCM. WHEW!!!
We all arrived safely, gathered for a quick “thanks for
coming, y’all have fun” and dispersed to wander the
grounds, ogle the cars – on the grounds and in the buildings
– listen to the 5-piece oompah band (did anybody hear/see
me play a song on my antique German tuba?) and devour
some pretty darn good sauerbraten, currywurst and freshly
grilled brats washed down with authentic German beer(s).
Tom Krueger even caught up to us at GCM. But, with
Tom’s rides he was probably flying below the radar!
Comment heard from one traveler: “so glad you put this
drive together. I saw the posting but wouldn’t have come
on my own.” THAT’S why I do this!! Bitte schon!!
P.S. There is a Mr. Gilmore, but that’s the subject for another “Comments from the Peanuts Gallery” article.

ORudolph, a Grossraum-Kastenwagen (high roof panel van) VW
transporter.

It didn’t seem that foggy when the group gathered at the
North Territorial Sonoco station.

Approaching Hickory Corners the fog had cleared.

Cute oval window VW Bug – love the fender skirts & wide-whites.

A 1930 Ford Model A with a separate, fully weather-tight
rumble seat! Looks pretty claustrophobic to me!! Never
seen that enclosure before.

John & Diane Thomson soldier on through the fog in
their1961 356 Karmann Hardtop
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The 944 Chronicles
By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

Couch Potato Fodder
In theory, the cold weather is approaching, and the “cool”
cars are getting tucked away for the winter season. Except
for the Polar Bear Run of course. After that we can tuck
our cars in for the winter. So, it’s time. Time to reprise the
list of must have and watch car oriented videos for the cold
winter months ahead. An entertainment plan for when
you are procrastinating about working on the garage queen
because it’s just too cold in the garage or, “oh, I don’t have
just the right part, or oh I’m tired.” So here is the expanded
version of my 2016 list of video thrills for all of those couch
potato moments during Michigan’s dull gray winter season.
Most of these are available on DVD somewhere, I think.
Documentaries:
• The Speed Merchants – Michael Keyser documentary of
the 1972 world sports car championship. Narration by
Porsche legend Vic Elford and Mario Andretti with onboard footage at the Targa Florio including dodging sheep
in the road! Excellent stuff.
• Can Am the Speed Odyssey – The Can Am series from
1966-73. Peter Revson, a personal all-time favorite driver
of mine, describes driving these monsters thus, “you’ve
got to aim it and you’ve got to be very delicate on the
throttle”. That kind of says it all.
• 1 – Well done look at Formula 1 through the “Golden
Years” and changes made going into the more modern era.
Lots of driver interviews.
Dramas:
• Le Mans – come on, do I really need to describe this one
for you? If you own a Porsche you
must have watched this film at least
once. If you have not, then I hope you
aren’t looking forward to sparkling dialogue from Steve McQueen. Nobody
talks much in this story, just lots of
moody stares.
•.Grand Prix – the quintessential ABC
Sunday night movie for any of us who
were kids growing up as motor racing
geeks. An official intermission is built
in for snacks!
• 2 Lane Blacktop - weird and eclectic 1970’s version of The
Fast and The Furious with James Taylor as “The Driver”.
This one is pretty ethereal and atmospheric, but it is a

good portrayal of a pair of free spirit gypsy drag racers.
This film has definitely achieved a “cult classic” status.
Super Racing Nerd:
• Grand Prix: The Killer Years - Well done BBC documentary
and a good compliment to the Robert Daley books “Cars at
Speed” and “The Cruel Sport”. The title sets the tone.
• Champions Forever: The Formula One Drivers (aka: The
Quick and the Dead, One by One by Claude Duboc) – Formula 1 as it was in the 1970’s with Jackie Stewart wheeling
a Rolls drop top around the Nordschleife as he describes
the correct way to drive a fast lap. Cool stuff despite the
extremely grim narrative.
• Truth in 24 – Not vintage being the Audi run at Lemans in
2008 but it’s well done and interesting to watch.
Off the Beaten Track:
• Love the Beast – actor Eric Bana and his personal love affair with his first car as he also decides to modify and prepare it for competition in the Targa Tasmania Rally. Jeremy
Clarkson and Dr. Phil also make appearances.
For the Family:
• Chitty Chitty Bang Bang - I remember watching this movie
at the local drive in when it first came out in 1968. As a car
obsessed 6 year old it quite an impression and remains
one of my all-time favorite movies. It’s all about the car.
Yes, it’s a musical but who cares, I still want to be an eccentric inventor whose workshop is in a windmill in the
English countryside. Even if I have to sing the occasional
song.

• The Great Race – silly as this film is its great fun to watch.
If you are old enough to remember the Saturday morning
cartoon series Wacky Races Professor Fate’s vehicle the
Hannibal 8 makes total sense. And I want it.
( Continued on page 21)
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.

Gran

er Av

e.
Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

( Chronicles from page 19)

New Additions:
• Vanishing Point – For all of you Mopar fans like me this is a
must see, mostly for the car. Barry Newman in a white 440
U-Code Challenger dashing from Colorado to California in
record time while attempting to evade the law. It’s light on
dialogue but heavy on the existential crisis theme. Finding
a copy of this on DVD that didn’t cost an arm and a leg was
a challenge.
• The Fast and the Furious (original) – The more I see this
film the more I appreciate it. Its already 20 years old but it
does a great job portraying the tuner community that gave
us NOPI and drifting. It’s actually a modern foil for Two
Lane Blacktop. My son Adam and I also own “tuned” late
model Hondas so I’m sure that has something to do with
my increased appreciation for it. And by the way, just skip
the sequels, way too silly and over the top on action.
• Duel – Another of my favorite ABC Sunday Night Movies.
A Steven Spielberg classic made for TV movie about road
rage and a Plymouth Valiant vs an evil looking semi-truck in
the California desert.
• The 24 Hour War – this is the documentary alternative to
the 2019 fictional portrayal of the Ford Lemans effort in
“Ford vs. Ferrari”. It is way better than the that film as it is a
superb documentary about what really occurred at Lemans
during that period in prototype sports car racing. It is an
adaptation of the 2009 book “Go Like Hell” by A.J. Baime

which is an excellent read if you are obsessed with that era
of prototype sports car racing like I am.
Like all things video nowadays each of these films or portions of them can be found on YouTube or some other gearhead oriented website. If you like what you see, go search,
locate, buy and enjoy. My only warning is that price varies by
popularity and “cult” status so you may have to pay accordingly. I actually own DVD copies of all of the ones I have listed
here because unlike my children (who are all grownups) , I
enjoy being able to put a little plastic disc into the BluRay
player that communicates with a projector which puts an 8
foot wide image up on a movie screen whenever I feel like
it as opposed to watching it on my smartphone or Netflix or
Hulu or whatever it is they use now. I also have no idea how
torrenting works so downloading a “copy” from the internet
just doesn’t work for me. Of course, if you really want to lose
an entire winter’s afternoon just go to Bring a Trailer which,
I think frankly, may be more entertaining than watching car
videos YouTube. Make sure you have popcorn and drinks.
handy.

Road-Keeper Dual HD vehicle
video system with GPS

The compact unit contains both 1080p HD cameras, GPS,
accelerometers, and status screen. This allows for a very
secure and stealthy installation in your vehicle.
Use Road-Keeper on the road or at the track. Fully compatible
with our Race-Keeper Comparo analysis application. Both
cameras can be adjusted vertically and horizontally. Includes:
power cord, 32GB Micro SD card, and mounting bracket.
Our latest innovation in video data systems is the Trivinci
Road-Keeper system for recording dual stream 1080p full
HD video and audio with GPS and accelerometer data. $399
For more information:

Bill Stevens 614-214-9732
billstevens61@att.net
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Luftgekühlt 7 – “Indianapolis Porsche Weekend”
Story and photos by RSR Events Chair Jon Heidorn

If you’re not familiar with the word ‘Luftgekühlt’ or have
not heard of a very exclusive Porsche gathering by the same
name, hopefully you will be after reading this article. First,
the German to English translation of ‘Luftgekühlt’ means
‘luft’ = ‘air’ and ‘gekühlt’ = ‘cooled’ putting it together is ‘aircooled’. This past September 10th for just one day, Luftgekühlt 7 took over the Bottleworks district in downtown
Indianapolis with a perfectly curated display of ‘air-cooled’
Porsches against a backdrop of beautiful art-deco architecture -- and the weather was perfect. Luftgekühlt 7 is the
seventh event to occur and is the brainchild of two-time Le
Mans class winner Patrick Long and creative director Howie Idelson. They have historically held their events in the
greater Los Angeles area and held a couple of them in England and Munich. Originally Luftgekühlt 7 was to happen in
Durham, North Carolina in 2020 and given the pandemic we
were lucky it moved only four hours away to Indianapolis.
Sprawled throughout the former Coca-Cola bottling plant
and streets were hundreds of ‘air-cooled’ Porsches that were
separated into two groups, the paid access to Luftgekühlt
and a parking lot for all other air-cooled Porsches arriving
at the venue. The paid entrance area to Luftgekühlt held
some very special and rare Porsches representing everything
from first generation pre-356’s to 914’s to 911/930’s and
some very unique race-cars (917K, 908, 962, 718 RSK, 904,
550). All of the cars in the paid access were carefully selected through a submission process and displayed in such a
way that was art in and of itself. Many of these cars were not
museum pieces (there were a few of those too e.g. the 356
Gmünd from Revs Institute), they were cars that had been
driven to the event and were owned by club members like us.
One example that stuck out was a true barn find of a green
1958 speedster with just over 13k miles on it, all original. It
was pulled from the barn in Kansas and displayed in all its
patina and it fit perfectly next to a pristine 964 Carrera RS
3.8, the contrast just worked even though some 40 years of
engineering separated them.
There were two levels of tickets offered which differed
by access times. The early ticket allowed access between
10:30 – 12:00 while the lesser priced ticket allowed access
after 12:00. My wife Deb and I arrived at Luftgekühlt around
10:45 and walking into the event was quite exciting with a
row of late model ‘air-cooled’ cars in Guards Red staged in
front of an art deco theater (I envisioned my ‘86 sitting on
that row and wish I would have brought it). At the end of
the short street was the 917 and 935 facing each other atop
of a wooden platform and the streets to either side were
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lined with Porsches of all generations. We walked around
a bit and I immediately got into the merchandise line which
took the better part of 1.5 hours to get through (ugh… I think
everyone had FOMO, Fear of Missing Out on logo’d merchandise and I understand they did sell out). While in the
merchandise line I struck up a conversation with a gentleman who drove his 356 eleven hours from Virginia to attend
Luftgekühlt and was going to drive home that evening. Since
Luftgekühlt was closer to Virginia versus the west coast, he
was going to make the drive no matter what. This speaks to
the following of the hundreds of people who attended the
event, true Porschephiles.
Deb and I roamed around the afternoon in the paid access area and in the parking lot where attendees had driven
their cars. Both locations were equally interesting and held
a large number of air-cooled Porches and there was always
something to study.
I was intrigued with the craftsmanship the earlier generation cars displayed in observing their fit and form and in
some cases you could see the way the metal was rolled and
shaped to fit the body. The next generation of craftsman
had taken many of the cars on display and restored them or
modified them but preserved the form making them more
beautiful. Guntherwerks and Singer cars were pretty stunning when you realize every part of the car was reimagined
and brought to life. We ran into several RSR members while
roaming around and enjoyed the comradery. Like us, they
had come down to Indianapolis for Porsche Sportscar Together Fest being held at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway which
overlapped from Friday to Sunday (Luftgekühlt was one day
only). On Saturday, we made our way to the track. The track
day was just different, more racing oriented and we enjoyed
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway and made our way back
to Ann Arbor in time for the game. Luftgekhüklt pays homage to a generation of Porsches that inspired today’s modern
cars in a beautiful setting with some great people. If you get
the chance to attend a Luftgekühlt, it’s worth the effort even
if you must travel by air. For more information check out
www.luftgekuhlt.com

(Jon’s photos from Luftgehühlt 7 on the facing page)
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Comments From the Peanuts Gallery -- A Bucket List
By RSR Track Registrar Charlie Brown III

Bucket List of Tracks I’ve Known & Those I’ve Yet to Know
Whilst working on the Nelson Ledges registration stuff and
getting my 356A RRC (Retired Race Car) ready I got thinking
about tracks I’ve driven over the decades and where I’d like
to drive (again) before I hang up the SA2015 helmet. I just
pulled up Tom Krueger’s track event smorgasbord and every
track that’s on my bucket list is on there. Some I’ve been to
and would like to drive again, and some where I’d be virginal
to the track. Here’s my list, in no particular order:
[Track Name (Hours Driving Distance): Remarks, B.S. etc.]
U.S. tracks officially on my bucket list:
• Mid-Ohio (3¼): .Been there, want to go back before it gets
too tired (& me too!)
• Summit Point (7½): .My first ever HPDE in ~1975! Been
back for a Solo 1 school and a 12-hour enduro since
• Watkins Glen (7¼): .Never been there; would like to drive
the storied F1 track at least once!
• Gingerman (2½): .Never been there, but not high on my list.
I just want the track map sticker to add to the flank of the
car
• Virginia Intl./VIR (11): .Have crewed there, looks like fun;
but a LONG drive!
• Daytona (16½): .ALWAYS been on my list, but WAY too far,
but the roval = 3.56 miles, so I must go!
• PittRace (4): .aka Pittsburgh Intl. Raceway. ‘Heard it’s really
fun, really clean/nice, pretty safe, and I’ve got a free place
to stay 40 minutes away!
Other tracks I’ve been to or thought about:
• Nelson Ledges (3½): .I’d go again, but would paddock in the
paddock closer to the pit lane to avoid the gravel/broken
windshield issue this year. And I’d wait to see if they improve the facilities a little more. And after running other
tracks – time & $$ are limited
• Road America (7): .too far, and too boring in the 356A., but
one last time? Was still boring in the D Sports Racer. Maybe
funner in a GT1 Corvette or CanAm car?
• Road Atlanta (12) .too far, but if I had a reason to be nearby,
maybe one last time?
• Blackhawk Farms (6-7): .NO! Just no. Too flat, not worth the
drive. Only went there when I needed the SCCA points
• Autobahn Country Club (4½) .heard it’s fun, not convinced
yet enough to move to bucket list. It holds no sway at the
moment
• Circuit of the Americas/COTA (21) .WAY too far a drive, but
looks like fun

• Barber Motorsport Park (11¼): .looks GREAT on TV, but
would it be fun in the 356A? Fun enuff to justify the 11hour drive? Unknown
• Shenley Park, Pittsburgh. (4½) dust off the SVRA logbook
and go play? Looks like fun and again, close-by place to
stay. Peter Grant gives it his stamp of approval, so it must
be good!
• West Coast tracks.(??) too far to even dream about
And I just heard about two news tracks to put on the ToDo
list:
• Ozarks International Raceway (11) 6½ miles of undulations,
but a long drive.
• Howell Motorsports Complex (less than 1) It looks like an
M1 Concours type place with a better, longer track. And
it’s CLOSE, if it happens.
One of the few tracks NOT on my bucket list:
• Grattan (2¼): .Don’t care if I ever go back to Grattan. I don’t
like the flow of the track; facilities a tiny step better than
Nelson Ledges. I’ll help with registration, but …
Euro Tracks.that I was lucky to drive during a Viper press trip
in 1996:
• Nürburgring.: Yes, the long track/Green Hell. Holy hell!!!
Well named! No mortal can ever claim to really know this
place. Got to experience the passenger side window pop
out of its track at 150+ mph on the long back straight –
right-seat press writer & I almost had to change our shorts!!
I got to drive a half-dozen laps while the BMW driver school
was on lunch break. GO THERE IF YOU HAVE A CHANCE!!!
Pay whatever toll they charge.
• Spa.: We drove the old Grand Prix course through the countryside, but also the modern F1 track. SPECTCULAR!!! Eau
Rouge was puckering even at the speeds we drove, and the
TV cameras DO NOT do justice to the elevation changes.
MUST DRIVE to get a real feel for the place and a real appreciation for the talent and chutzpah of professional
drivers of any era.
• Reims: .A French street circuit of the 1960’s. Simple
triangular shape with some squiggles thru the narrow
town streets. No real feel for speed potential as these
were, and still are, ordinary 2-lane roads with lorries in
abundance except for the race weekends back-in-the-day
But, the old concrete pit buildings and grand stands are
( Continued on page 27)
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Rally Sport Region 2021 Election Ballot

The Candidates are:
For President
Peter Grant
To say that the past two years have been difficult would be
an understatement. Navigating the uncharted waters of
the Pandemic has been a challenge, and I thank you all for
your encouragement and support for the past two years as
we’ve kept the RSR membership healthy and still managed
a reduced schedule of track and social events. Personally, I’d
like the opportunity to help guide us for two more years…
two years that I hope will start approaching a level of normalcy that will allow us to flesh out a full calendar of both
DE and social events…repetitions of our traditional events
with the addition of some new and exciting ones, especially
on the social side of the calendar. It’s been an honor and a
humbling experience to be the President of this great group
of Porsche enthusiasts, and I hope to continue as your President for another two years. Thank you.
For the Board
David Finch
David Finch has been associated with the PCA since 1971
(1970 Porsche 914 1.7). He is President of the RAETECH Corporation, a thirty five year consulting engineering company
in Ann Arbor. RAETECH provides services and products to
the international automotive, aerospace and technology
industries. He attended the University of Utah, UCLA and
the University of Michigan. Dave was a 10 year member
of the SAE Motorsports Executive Committee and many
time design judge for the international Formula SAE competition. Dave developed the only Porsche 914 to win National Championships. As the developer and driver of the
RAETECH/Porsche 944 he won six SCCA national championships and scored five second place finishes. Driver awards
include the Al Holbert Memorial by Porsche 1989, the SCCA
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President’s Cup (George H. W. Bush) 1990 and the United
States Road Racing Driver’s Club Mark Donohue Award
2001. He scored 8th , 3rd and 4th in Porsche Cup points.
Dave raced in SCCA, IMSA, ESCORT Series, Pro Olds series,
Porsche Turbo Cup Series (South Africa) and PCA. Dave,
with his company, held consulting engineering positions for
the design of Dodge Super Touring Cars, Dodge Viper GTSR,
Dodge NASCAR trucks and cup cars. Dave was the race engineer for the winning ‘97 Dodge Stratus in the Super Touring Car championship with David Donohue as driver. He
was also one of the race engineers for the factory Dodge
Viper GTSRs in FIA/ALMS and Dodge NASCAR testing teams
as well as Grand-AM Daytona Prototypes. Dave is a commercial glider pilot (an organizer of annual RSR soaring picnic), instrument rated airplane pilot, avid skier and former
ski instructor. He was the Utah high school pole vault state
record holder and University All WAC Conference honoree.
His pole vaulting ended prematurely with a severe knee injury and surgery. However, eventually, driving and developing race cars became his competitive passion. (Much easier
on the knees but severely damaging to the pocket book).
Wally Haley
As a founding member and former officer and board member of the Rally Sport Region I am proud of how the club has
evolved and continues to provide a great club with diverse
experiences for our members. As a long time member,
track instructor and legal ‘beagle” I believe I can provide
some unique perspective to support the continued success
of our region.
Kevin Kral
I have been in our amazing region for around 11 years now.
I have spent four of those years on the board, and the last
two years as the Vice President. Traditionally, I would continue to run as Vice President with Peter for his second
term, but life is such that it is best that I take a step back at
Candidates and Ballot on following page.

this point in my life, and to take instead a position on the
board. With a third child on the way and a budding new
business venture in the works, I think I’m going to be pretty
busy, but intend to remain active in RSR and hope to continue to serve the club as a board member.

Candidates for President
		
Peter Grant
Write In

Ian Scott
I am a lifelong car enthusiast and a recent Porsche owner.
I have always enjoyed working on cars as much as I enjoy
driving them. I will bring my enthusiasm for cars and driving
to the RSR Board.

2021 Election Ballot
PCA Member
___________
___________

PCA Associate Member
___________
___________

Candidates for the Board (Vote for no more than four)
		
PCA Member

PCA Associate Member

David Finch (Incumbent)
Wally Haley
Kevin Kral (Incumbent)
Ian Scott
Write In

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

Membership Numbers:

________________

________________

Signatures:

_________________

_________________

Reminder: The ballot must be signed or your votes will not count!

(Bucket List from page 25)

still there with the faded Shell and other logos. Feeling
the ghosts of F1 past is worth the trip. I’ve got a nonkid-friendly language video clip of a lap with one of our
managers that is a hoot!!

you track for a DE event to get your feet wet, or maybe
expand your collection of track stickers on the flanks of
your steed. Get out there; GO!!!!
My phone is always on if you want to talk – first hour of
consultation is FREE!

.OK, enough dreaming. Maybe this prattling-on is
enough to get YOU dreaming about trying out a new-to27
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Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board Meeting Minutes
Monday, October 4, 2021

Peter Grant: President...........................................Present
Kevin Kral: Vice-President.......................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary..................................Absent
Mike O’Rear: Editor.................................................Present
Charlie Brown III......................................................Present

Dave Finch................................................................Absent
Jon Heidorn..............................................................Absent
Matt Huber.............................................................Present
Phil Mather.............................................................Present
William Rogers........................................................Present

Members & Visitor Present: Patrick Grace, Glenn Trapp,
Tim Pott, and Emanual Garcia

Website: E-Man has been working on adding in a booking
feature. It allows for registration for events on the webpage.
Idea is this would be used for getting an estimate on people
attending free events at the moment.

Call to Order: Peter Grant called the zoom meeting to order
at 7:03PM.
President’s Report: Good track season all things considered. There were still some impacts from the pandemic.
There were 4 successful events put on (one not financially).
The New Member Party could not take place from things
out of our control.
Meeting Minutes: September meeting minutes were reviewed. Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard reviewed the September report. Motion: To approve the financial report passed.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to club members. Email Burghard Linn at burghard.linn@gmail.com
Insurance Report: Patrick Grace has insurance for the Gilmore trip. He will get insurance for the other 2 upcoming October Events and the Polar Bear Run in November.

Events Committee:
• 9-Oct.: .Drive to Kzoo Oktoberfest: Charlie Brown III
• 23-Oct.: .Brewery Tour: Matt Huber
• 24-Oct.:.Fall Color Tour: Tim and Barb Pott
• 7-Nov.: Polar Bear Run
• 11-Dec.: .Holiday Party at Germain
New Business: Kevin announced that he would be stepping
back from the Vice President role. He has submitted the bio
for election to the board.
Old Business: Ballot is in the Bahn Stormer. Need to send
an e-blast for getting additional votes from Members.
Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at
7:44PM. Minutes taken by Kevin Kral, Vice President.

Sponsorship Report: Season is over for sponsorship. Final
sponsorship money came in.
Advertising Report: Will Rogers will be filling the ad vacancy that was held by BMW.
Membership: Glenn sent a report that the club membership is holding steady at 325 members.
Track Report: Final wrap-up meeting will be on October
18th. Final Waterford Evert was successful and a good end
to the season.
Newsletter: Next issue is double issue. The earlier the better for content. Lots of extra space with events ending. October 24th is the deadline.
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
1986 Porsche 944: Black on Black. Second owner car. Super
clean car and always garaged. Come take a look
for yourself. Contact Don
at 810-231-9440. Asking
$9,499. (9/21)
1984 Porsche 911 Carrera Coupe: 23k miles. Grand Prix
White w/ Burgundy All
Leather interior, Limited Slip Differential,
most available options.
Porsche short shifter, stereo, and AC converted.
Otherwise, original. All records. 2nd owner. Just serviced.
Excellent condition. $75,000. Call Mark 313-506-2697 or
email mlubienski9@gmail.com. (11/20)
OTHER ITEMS
Cup 1 Wheel Set: I’m told that these Italian made wheels
are not OEM Porsche wheels, but knock
offs. They have been refurbished by
Pro wheels in Detroit. Only two were
mounted after refinishing as I wanted
to see how they look. I preferred the
turbo twist wheels so I’m selling these.
(2) sized 7.5 inch by 17 & (2) sized 9.0
inch by 17. $800 for full set. Located in
Ann Arbor. Contact Larry Webster at lwebster19@gmail.
com. (11/21)
Cool Shirt System:

Includes box, large shirt and maintenance juice (no hoses).
Good working condition $150 Tom Krueger 313-570-2223
(10/21)
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4 ATS Cookie Cutter Wheels from 1983 944: 15 x 7 with
black center caps. Driven 17 years and
stored for 20. Original finish showing
some age. Tires too old to use. $400, local pickup. Contact Alan Vayda 734-7189097 or alan@vayda.net. (7/21)
981 Boxster/Cayman Winter Tires & Wheels: Michelin Pilot Alpin PA4 N0 on Starke FC Matte
Graphite wheels. Front 235/40R19
92V on 19x8.5 5-130 ET52; rear
265/40R19 98V on 19x9.5 5-130
ET43. All w/Huf OEM TPMS sensors.
Lightly used over three winters less
than 2500 miles on tires. Delivered to your door within 150
miles of Dearborn. $800. Chris Bahlman cwb66cad@gmail.
com 248-930-9203. (5/21)
Porsche OEM 19” 997 wheels: Fronts are 19 x 8.5 and the
rears are 19 x 11. These are great, lightweight wheels perfect to dress up your
997, or for your best set of track tires. Not
perfect, but nearly so. $1250. Contact Peter 734-604-1622 (5/21)

4 Original Fuchs wheels: 15 x 7, dates not matched, 2 of
the 4 wheels never mounted. $900,
local pickup. Contact Keith at 248439-0706. (04/21)

4 Winter Tires and Wheels for Audi A6/A7: could fit other
cars. Tires: Bridgestone Blizzak 245/4518 used for 2 winters. Wheels: Hartmann 8jx18 ET32, 5x112 bolt pattern,
mounted and balanced. Ready for use.
$1000 obo. Contact Sue Sarin at sue@
sarin.org or 248-425-6981 (01/21)
Car Storage: heated, secured $650 up to 6 months. Call
Clem Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/20)

Share Your Photos
By Treasurer and RSRpics Administrator Burghard Linn

Editor’s Note: This month’s article on the Color Tour includes only photos by Events Chair Jon Heidorn. More photographs
with differing perspectives would have been very nice. If you take pictures at a Rally Sport Region event please consider
sharing them on the RSRpics SmugMug site. Below is the process.

RSRpics is the picture website of the Rally Sport
Region, PCA. Here we will post pictures of RSR
events from various club members. There will
be an upload section and a separate curated
section that will feature a selection of the best
pictures of a particular event.
Uploading Process
The e-mail announcement of the event will
include an upload link for pictures. That link
can be used for anyone, who took pictures at
the event, to upload those they want to share.
Captions added to the picture EXIF file before
uploading, will be uploaded as well. There will
also be an upload link at the detailed event announcement on http://rsp.pca.org
Please change the file names of your pictures
to include an indication of who you are, such as
your initials or last name.
View, Download or Share Uploaded Pictures
To view uploaded pictures, go to https://rsrpics.
smugmug.com/RSR-Picture-Upload-Folder.
From here you can also download and share any
picture.

Curated Event Pictures
An RSR designated curator will select pictures
from each event and place them in the appropriate event gallery. Anyone who has access to
the RSR picture website https://rsrpics.smugmug.com/RSR-Curated-Pictures can download
pictures as well.
Linking to Our Club Website
A link to RSRpics will be provided on the club
website http://rsp.pca.org. When selected,
there will be an option to view the curated or
uploaded pictures.
Communicate With Administrator
Please use rallysport.pca@gmail.com to communicate with the administrator of RSRpics.
Permission to Use Pictures & Videos
By uploading your pictures & videos to this site,
you give permission to RSR to use them at all
other RSR social media sites and in publications.

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please
contact bahnstormer@rsp.pca.org (Put “Bahn Stormer
Ad” in the subject line). Non-members will be charged
$5.00/quarter. Ads more than six months old may be
removed unless resubmitted.
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The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

©Porsche Cars North America, INC. Porsche Recommends seat belt usage and observation of all traffic laws at all times

Porsche Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Ave.
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
248.471.0800
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